The motion in these simulations can be markedly fast, up to about 10^7 μm/s. By comparison, the velocity of kinesin-propelled microtubules is typically about 1 μm/s, whereas actin mobility can reach speeds up to 10 μm/s (31). However, the velocity that we observe experimentally is only up to about 1 μm/s (21). The large difference in velocity between the experiments and simulations is attributed to the difference in the system dimensions. Considering that the number of atoms of the outer nanotube used in the experiments is about 100 times as large as the number of atoms of the nanotube used in the simulations, and taking Eq. 1 with typical values for the temperature and the barrier height (for example, 1300 K and 17 μeV per atom), we obtain a factor of about eight orders of magnitude difference for the velocity, which is consistent with the mismatch between the experiments and simulations. Because our calculation capabilities do not allow speeds down to 1 μm/s to be reached, a direct comparison of the experiments and simulations cannot be made.

Although the temperature in our experiments may appear to be high, it should be possible to reduce it, which would be convenient for certain applications. To achieve this goal, researchers must make the dimensions of the movable nanotube narrower and shorter in order to reduce the barrier height. Another possible solution would be to selectively excite specific phonon modes, so that the average temperature of the phonon bath is lower. Indeed, not all of the phonon modes are expected to interact in the same way with the movable nanotube, and some are likely to be more effective in transferring momentum, such as the breathing modes.

The actuation by means of thermal gradients has obvious potential for NEMS applications. Thermal gradients could be used to drive the flow of fluids inside nanotubes or in nanofluidic devices or used for drug delivery by nanosyringes. The thermal gradient actuation may also be applied to bioengineered nanopores via, for example, electrical-breakdown technique can be actuated with an electron current, although this is never the case for the non-engineered devices (21). 21. Materials and methods are available as supporting material on Science Online.

Fracture Propagation to the Base of the Greenland Ice Sheet During Supraglacial Lake Drainage
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Surface meltwater that reaches the base of an ice sheet creates a mechanism for the rapid response of ice flow to climate change. The process whereby such a pathway is created through thick, cold ice has not, however, been previously observed. We describe the rapid (<2 hours) drainage of a large supraglacial lake down 980 meters through to the bed of the Greenland Ice Sheet initiated by water-driven fracture propagation evolving into moulin flow. Drainage coincided with increased seismicity, transient acceleration, ice-sheet uplift, and horizontal displacement. Subsidence and deceleration occurred over the subsequent 24 hours. The short-lived dynamic response suggests that an efficient drainage system dispersed the meltwater subglacially. The integrated effect of multiple lake drainages could explain the observed net regional summer ice speedup.

The Greenland Ice Sheet flows outward from its interior through a combination of internal deformation and basal sliding, losing mass around its edges through meltwater runoff and iceberg calving. Recent observations show that ice flow along the western margin accelerates during the summer when surface meltwater lubricates sliding at the ice-bedrock interface (1, 2). Aside from theoretical predictions (3–5) and observations on small icecaps (6), it has not been established how surface meltwater penetrates through thick, subfreezing ice (7, 8). Ice-sheet models used to predict future sea-level rise typically do not include the impact of surface meltwater on ice dynamics. Attempts to include the effects of enhanced basal lubrication within these models suggest that increased meltwater may substantially accelerate ice-sheet mass loss, but confidence in these results is limited by a poor understanding of ice-sheet hydrology (9). Key unknowns in determining Greenland’s potential response to climate forcing are the time scales and pathways through which meltwater reaches the ice sheet’s base and its consequent effect on basal motion (10).
For surface meltwater to reach the ice-sheet bed, a through-ice conduit is required. Theoretical models of fracture propagation through ice suggest that once initiated, water-filled crevasses will propagate rapidly downward through the full ice thickness to the bed (3–5). In such models, the rate of crack propagation is limited only by the meltwater supply needed to keep the crack full (3, 4). Supraglacial lakes (17–13) can provide the large volumes of water required to propagate fractures to the bed (7); thus, these lakes are likely critical for establishing a through-ice conduit (moulin). Furthermore, moulins that form in lake basins lie near the confluence of meltwater streams and will continue to be supplied with surface meltwater after the lake drains, routing water to the bed and delaying closure while sufficient meltwater production continues throughout the summer.

To investigate lake drainage and the ensuing ice-sheet response, we established study sites at two large (~2-km diameter) lakes on the ice sheet's western margin at locations with thick (~980 m) (4), subfreezing ice (15). During July 2006, our northernmost study lake (68.72°N, −49.50°W) drained rapidly in an event captured by local Global Positioning System (GPS), seismic, and water-level sensors (Fig. 1) (16). A similar, although less well documented, drainage event occurred at this lake again in 2007 (fig. S1).

The lake began filling in early July 2006, reaching its maximum extent around 00:00 UTC on 29 July 2006, with a surface area of 5.6 km² and a volume of 0.044 ± 0.01 km³ (16). The lake level then began to fall slowly and steadily at 1.5 cm/hour. At ~16:00 UTC the same day, the lake level began dropping rapidly, reaching a maximum drop rate of 1.2 m/hour between 16:40 and 17:00 (Fig. 2). Extrapolation of the depth-logger data (Fig. 2) indicates that the entire lake drained in ~1.4 hours. The average drainage rate (8700 m³/s) during this rapid-drainage phase exceeded the average flow rate over Niagara Falls. Local vertical and horizontal motion of the ice sheet occurred concurrent with the lake drainage. A GPS station located ~0.5 km north of the lake (Fig. 1) recorded both rapid uplift (1.2 m) and northward horizontal motion (0.8 m), with the maximum surface displacement occurring between 17:15 and 17:30 UTC (Fig. 2). This northward motion was substantially faster and orthogonal to the mean westerly velocity of 93 m/year. The following 24-hour period was characterized by gradual subsidence and return to the mean westerly motion accompanied by a transient speedup in the flow direction. In total, the event resulted in a net westerly surface displacement of 0.5 m in excess of the average daily displacement of 0.25 m (Fig. 2C and fig. S2.)

A seismometer located ~0.7 km north of the lake (Fig. 1) recorded elevated activity beginning around 15:30 UTC, ~30 min before the period of rapid lake drainage. The maximum amplitude in seismic energy occurred between 16:45 and 18:00 UTC, during and slightly after the period of rapid lake drainage (fig. 3).

Site visits provided observations of predrainage (July 2006) and postdrainage (July 2007) surface features. We found several km-scale fractures running through the lake basin in 2007. Many were closed at depth (water filled) and no longer draining. Two large moulins were found along the fractures, actively draining the area in 2007 (Fig. 1). A dominant topographic feature in 2007 was an uplifted section of the ice sheet roughly centered over the lake bottom, forming a flat-topped block of ice ~6 m high and 750 m wide (Fig. 1). This block likely was uplifted as water was rapidly injected to the base of the ice sheet near the lake’s center during the 2006 drainage event (16). The block’s southern edge lay along a ~3.2-km fracture visible from the air and in synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery spanning the lake basin’s full width; the northern edge lay along a similarly visible fracture (Fig. 1).

The observed fractures and rapid drainage, synchronous with uplift and horizontal acceleration, are strong evidence that water-driven fracture propagation likely established a hydrological connection to the bed. These observations suggest that hydrologic connectivity occurs in four stages: slow initial drainage; connection to the bed and rapid lake drainage through an extensive fracture system; moulin formation and closure of fractures; and subsequent moulin-routed drainage of daily surface meltwater to the ice-sheet bed.

The 16-hour initial drainage stage was characterized by a slow, steady drop in lake level, elevated seismicity in the 30 min before rapid
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Fig. 1. Early October 2006 SAR image (gray-scale background) overlaid with a semi-transparent image recorded by NASA’s Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) showing the lake extent (blue) on 29 July 2006. Red stars show the water-pressure logger locations and blue circles show the GPS/seismometer locations. Block uplift (lower-left inset) is revealed by 2006 to 2007 elevation differences (colored swath) recorded by NASA’s Airborne Topographic Mapper (ATM) in May of both years. A large fracture is visible in the SAR image as a long, bright linear feature with ends marked by green arrows. Solid blue diamonds indicate locations where sonar and ATM measurements found large "holes" in the lake bed before drainage in 2006. The upper-right inset shows a 1.8-m-tall person standing above a similar hole (open blue diamond) located after the 2007 lake drainage.
drainage (fig. S3), and little or no acceleration or uplift at the GPS site (Fig. 2). This initial phase may have coincided with water-filled fracture propagation beneath the lake through the kilometer-thick ice. The main crack’s 3.2-km length (Fig. 1) could have stored a volume of water corresponding to the initial lake-level drop, assuming a 0.5-m-wide average opening. Alternatively, the predrainage may have started as the lake began spilling over a low drainage divide where the main fracture intersects the western shoreline, filling an existing dry crack at the lake edge so that it hydro-fractured into and through the ice beneath the lake. Surface strain rates from satellite-derived velocities (I) are tensile (εzz = 0.003 year−1; x directed along flow) along this western shoreline, favoring crevasse formation, whereas strain rates near the lake’s center are compressive (εxx = −0.004 year−1). At neighboring lakes, we observed similar situations in which lakes spilled over into shoreline cracks, creating moulins. Where the fracturing ran adjacent to rather than through the lake basin, drainage occurred over weeks as overflow melted and deepened the spillover channel leading to the moulin. For either hypothesis, the low seismicity, lack of uplift and acceleration, and the slow drainage rate suggest that little or no water reached the bed of the ice sheet during this first stage.

The second stage began when the fractures breached the full ice thickness, establishing a direct connection to the basal hydrological system. Rapid lake drainage (1.4 hours) was accompanied by an increase in seismic energy (fig. S3) and synchronous surface displacement of the adjacent shoreline up (1.2 m) and away (0.8 m) from the lake center (Fig. 2). The short duration between the drop in lake level and shore-based surface motion indicates rapid and direct transport of water to the bed. Uplift at the center of the lake was likely larger than the 1.2 m observed nearby on shore, and probably coincided with uplift of the large block at the lake’s center. The synchronous uplift indicates a nearly vertical path to the bed, as well as the formation of a transient subglacial lake that displaced the overlying ice. The high drainage rate and the presence of rafted ice blocks observed along lake-bed fractures suggest that drainage occurred along most of the fractures’ length. The turbulent water flow during the rapid discharge would have melted the fracture walls through frictional heating, concentrating flow paths and leading to the development of large-diameter openings at points where inflow was greatest (6).

We hypothesize that during the third stage, which lasted a few days after the rapid lake drainage, most of the fractures closed at depth and discrete moulins formed. The surface water flow (~24 m³/s) previously filling the lake provided inflow into the areas still connected to the bed. Melt widening at locations where inflow was greatest (e.g., at the ends of surface streams), competing with the tendency of overburden pressure to close the no-longer water-filled fractures, probably produced and maintained a few discrete moulins that remained open throughout the remainder of the melt season (fourth stage), similar to those we observed after drainage in 2007 (Fig. 1).

Also during the third stage, the transient subglacial lake drained over a ~24-hour period, as suggested by the GPS-measured vertical subsidence and horizontal southward motion (Fig. 2 and fig. S2). The relatively rapid subglacial lake drainage suggests the presence of an efficient subglacial hydrological system. Increased ice fracturing likely occurred during this stage as well, possibly explaining the elevated seismic energy in the 1-hour period immediately following the lake drainage (fig. S3).

Throughout the melt season, the onshore GPS recorded fluctuations in ice-sheet velocity of 50 to 100% that correlate well with calculations of daily melt intensity and regional ice-sheet flow (I). Other than the ~24-hour period following the drainage (Fig. 2 and fig. S2), the characteristics of the pre- and postdrainage speed fluctuations did not differ appreciably (I). Thus, the opening of a new moulin draining a large daily melt volume (24 m³/s) had little apparent lasting effect on the local ice-sheet velocity. Instead, we hypothesize that this event contributed to the collective formation of a network of regionally distributed moulins supplying meltwater to the bed that modulated ice flow both before and after the drainage event. Such modulation implies the presence of a well-connected subglacial drainage system capable of receiving water inflow at discrete locations and dispersing it uniformly beneath the ice sheet. This creates what appears to be partial ice-bed decoupling associated with a distributed subglacial hydrological system. These indirect observations highlight how much remains to be learned about the subglacial environment beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet.

Our lake-drainage observations provide evidence for a fracture-driven process opening a 1-km-deep through-ice conduit and injecting a large volume of surface meltwater directly beneath the ice sheet. Although fracturing established the initial connection, additional melting from energy dissipation during the turbulent flow of water in its l-1 km descent likely played a role in widening and maintaining discrete moulins that stayed open throughout the remainder of the melt season. Thousands of lakes are formed on the ice sheet’s surface throughout the ablation season, and although we have detailed observations from only a single lake, we do not believe the lake drainage we observed was an isolated or unique event. Other Greenland supraglacial lakes have previously been observed to disappear from the surface in 1 day (12). During ground and aerial surveys in 2006 and 2007, we investigated more than 10 surrounding lake basins near our study site and detected numerous streams draining into moulins across the ice sheet’s surface. These systems were observed both where lakes had drained completely and also where lakes cut overflow channels that later drained into nearby fractures and moulins. In addition, all of the postdrainage lake basins that we observed had fractures running
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**Fig. 2.** Data from the 2006 lake drainage event. (A) Relative elevation (Zrel) and rate of elevation change (left axis: black and red lines respectively) are derived from the on-shore GPS elevations smoothed to 5-min temporal resolution. Lake level as recorded by water-pressure loggers (right axis: blue and magenta stars connected with a gray line) and referenced to the lake level just before drainage. A linear fit to the last two lake-level measurements when the depth loggers remained submerged suggests that the lake drained completely by ~17:30 UTC (dashed gray line). (B) North (red) and east (blue) velocity components at the GPS station smoothed to 10-min temporal resolution. (C) Relative position of the GPS station during the 5 days immediately before, during, and after the drainage event showing the rapid translation of the surface as it floats up and away from the lake center, and subsequently returns. The color-bar indicates the hour of day, and the bold black arrows delineate each day’s net motion.
across their surface, supporting the fracture-based mechanism for rapid drainage that we have described for our study lake.

Thus, we have shown that water-driven fracture enabled by the large volume of water stored in supraglacial lakes provides a means by which hydrologic surface-to-bed connections are established through thick ice. Climate warming would lead to earlier and expanded surface lake formation and, as a result, connections to the bed may occur earlier in the melt season and over a larger area, although further work is needed to constrain the limits of this area. This would increase the annual subglacial throughput of meltwater and may substantially impact Greenland Ice Sheet dynamics. 
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Seasonal Speedup Along the Western Flank of the Greenland Ice Sheet
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It has been widely hypothesized that a warmer climate in Greenland would increase the volume of lubricating surface meltwater reaching the ice-bedrock interface, accelerating ice flow and increasing mass loss. We have assembled a data set that provides a synoptic-scale view, spanning ice-sheet to outlet-glacier flow, with which to evaluate this hypothesis. On the ice sheet, these data reveal summer speedups (50 to 100%) consistent with, but somewhat larger than, earlier observations. The relative speedup of outlet glaciers, however, is far smaller (<15%). Furthermore, the dominant seasonal influence on Jakobshavn Isbrae’s flow is the calving front’s annual advance and retreat. With other effects producing outlet-glacier speedups an order of magnitude larger, seasonal melt’s influence on ice flow is likely confined to those regions dominated by ice-sheet flow.

Along its western margin, the Greenland Ice Sheet melts at rates that can exceed 2.5 m/year (l) as ice flows seaward at speeds of roughly 100 m/year. Embedded within the ice sheet are faster-flowing (200 to 12,000 m/year) outlet glaciers that discharge ice directly to the ocean. When the combined loss from melt and ice discharge, which now act in roughly equal proportions, removes more ice than is replaced by annual snowfall, the excess ice lost to the ocean contributes to sea-level rise. Glacial motion results from a combination of internal deformation of ice under its own weight, sliding at the ice-bed interface, and deformation of underlying sediments. Basal sliding over a well-lubricated bed is often the source of fast (e.g., >100 m/year) ice motion (2). Seasonal fluctuation in the drainage of rainfall and surface meltwater to the bed modulates the sliding speed of many alpine glaciers (3–5). Greenland’s large coastal melt rates have prompted widespread speculation both in the popular media (6) and in the scientific literature (7, 8) that a warmer climate will increase melting, which in turn will enhance basal lubrication and hasten ice-sheet retreat. Poor knowledge of this process is one of the limitations on prediction of future ice-sheet contributions to sea-level rise that was noted by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (9). The few studies of seasonal speedup in Greenland are equivocal about the importance of this lubrication effect. An early study of western Greenland’s largest outlet glacier, Jakobshavn Isbrae, found no measurable seasonal speedup (10). One outlet glacier in northern Greenland, however, did undergo a short-term speedup, apparently in response to the drainage of a supraglacial lake (11). On the slow-moving ice sheet at Swiss Camp (Fig. 1), located just north of Jakobshavn Isbrae, a time series of Global Positioning System (GPS) observations showed seasonal speedups of 5 to 28% that correlated well with summer melt rates (7).

To better determine the influence of surface melting on ice-sheet flow, we have assembled a comprehensive set of interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) and GPS observations (12). These data include 71 (September 2004 to August 2007) InSAR velocity maps along two partially overlapping RADARSAT tracks that include Jakobshavn Isbrae, several smaller marine-terminating outlet glaciers, and a several-hundred-kilometer-long stretch of the surrounding ice sheet. We also collected GPS observations from July 2006 to July 2007 at sites near two supraglacial lakes (Fig. 1) south of Jakobshavn Isbrae. Figure 1 shows the August 2006 speedup measured with InSAR speckle tracking. Although there are coverage gaps, the data show a relatively uniform speedup extending over the bare-ice zone. To simplify the analysis, we used a 150-m/year threshold to partition the area into slower-moving “ice-sheet” and faster-moving “outlet-glacier” regions. Under this rough classification, the ice sheet sped up by 36 m/year (48%) above its 76-m/year mean speed, demonstrating increases over a broad area that are substantially larger than measured earlier at Swiss Camp (28%) (7). On the outlet glaciers, the 51-m/year speedup was larger, but this was only 8.6% farther than the 594-m/year mean. Although the InSAR coverage (not shown) is less complete, mid-July 2006 speedups were 71 (97%) and 77 m/year (14%) for the ice-sheet and outlet-glacier regions, respectively. Similar speedups occurred in summer 2007 (e.g., fig. S1).

Although RADARSAT provides good spatial coverage, its temporal resolution (24 days) is limiting. Two-day temporal resolution is available with GPS observations (Fig. 2) from two locations (North Lake and South Lake, Fig. 1). These data reveal periods of generally higher speeds (~50%) during two melt seasons, punctuated by several additional short-term speedups (~100%). The minimum velocity occurs with the late-summer cessation of melt, and speed then slowly increases through the winter before the late-spring large-melt-induced speedup.

The GPS sites at both lakes show similar short- and long-term variation in speed, consistent with